
SUMMARIES OF THE COURSES 

for the master's program «Photovoltaics and Solar Energy Technology» 

Educational direction 11.04.04 «Electronics and Nanoelectronics» 

 

Foreign langauge 

This program is pointed on providing training courses for foreign citizens 

who had not studied the Russian language before. It includes language and speech 

models based on the requirements for the Еlementary certification level. Achieving 

this level in Russian will satisfy the foreign students’ basic communicative 

demands in social and cultural as well as in educational spheres of communication.  

The content of the program involves implementation of flexible training 

models, depending on the communicative purposes, native language and students’ 

individual features.  

 

Basic scientific researches 

The discipline "Basic scientific researches" is included into a base unit of a 

general scientific cycle of training of masters. The purpose of studying of 

discipline is acquaintance of masters with structure of scientific knowledge, with 

methods of scientific research, with functions of scientific theories and laws; 

expansion of their world outlook outlook; elaboration of ideas of criteria of 

scientific character and about requirements to which scientific research and its 

results has to answer. 

 

Computer technology and simulation in electronics 

Discipline «Computer technology and simulation in electronics» is devoted 

to the study and practical application of computer technology in the field of 

electronics. 

Elements of numerical modeling of micro- and nanoelectronic devices. In 

this case, once the features of solutions of systems of differential equations 

describing the working micro- and nanoelectronic devices. We consider the drift-



diffusion and hydrodynamic model. The features of the numerical solution of one-

dimensional problems on the basis of the package MathCAD (MatLAB). Features 

of the solution of two-dimensional problems are considered on the basis of 

packages FlexPDE and Synopsys. 

Basics of programming, collection and processing of experimental data. 

Organization of pro-software in the form of problem-oriented software packages. 

The concept of virtual instruments. Lab-VIEW - a graphical programming 

systemtion. Programming systems for collecting information. Programming 

information processing systems (elements of digital signal filtering, etc.). 

Distributed-governmental organization software and hardware systems. 

 

Commercialization of the results scientific research and development 

Commercialization of research and development results is the process of 

their integration into the economic (commercial) turnover in the various segments 

of the national and global markets. 

The urgency is due to the emergence of this discipline on the path of 

modernization of the country's economy. In this situation dramatically increases 

the need to assess and justify the economic efficiency-oriented high-tech 

production projects and the promotion of new technologies. 

 

Micro- & nanotechnology processes 

The “Micro- & nanotechnology processes” discipline forms knowledge 

about materials deposition, etch and modifying methods on micro- and nanolevel 

which used in solid electronics and integrated circuit components forming. Base 

processes and equipment used in conventional microtechnology and specific 

processes, permissive to form structures on molecular level and based on 

selforganization, selectivity, anisotropy abilities and matrices principle are studied. 

Discipline concludes lectures, practices and laboratories, self-dependent student’s 

work, including individual tasks and interdiscipline course project. Examination as 

control form is used. 



The microprocessor technics 

Main objective of the «Microprocessor technics» discipline study is learning 

of the modern microprocessor families and microcontrollers, learning of the 

microprocessor devices construction principles, and also programming skills 

acquisition of the microprocessor devices. During discipline studying students 

learn components of the microprocessor devices, and also learn how to use cross 

compilers for the software development of these devices in C programming 

language. 

 

Problems of modern electronics 

The main purpose of the discipline «Problems of modern electronics» is to 

introduce the latest trends and achievements in various promisingfields of 

electronics. Studying of the discipline is reinforced by practical exercises aimed at 

acquiring the appropriate skills for formulating and solving problems when 

creating new components and technologies for nanoelectronics. 


